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Strawberry Patch offers an alternative
By Terry Potosnak
Staff Reporter
It's not quite like the International
House of Pancakes and it's a little
different than Perkin's Cakes and
Steaks. Yet, it serves up breakfast food
as quick as you can say "Aunt
Jemima," including chocolate chip
pancakes, blueberry waffles, western
omelettes and steak and eggs.
It's called the Strawberry Patch and
is one of the University's alternatives to
traditional cafeteria dining.
Last spring, the Strawberry Patch
was a winner in the National
Association of College and University
Food Services Menu Idea Exchange
Contest held at Sam Houston University
in Huntsville, Texas.

Newspholo by Dave Ryan

CAFETERIA EMPLOYEE P»t Derrer carries ■ tray loaded with breakfast items topped by an order of
chocolate chip pancakes with Ice cream. The Strawberry Patch, in Harshman Quad, entered a menu
contest sponsored by the National Association of College and University Food Services and placed first
In the special events category from entries from colleges throughout the U.S. and foreign countries.

General study reform
dominates meeting
By Bob Welngartner
Staff Reporter
Implementation of a general studies
core program again dominated
discussion at yesterday's Academic
Council meeting.
The issues centered around whether
gemeral studies reform should be
implemented through the current
competency-based curriculum. There
also was discussion about whether a
campuswide general studies program
or a separate program in each individual college should be implemented.
Dr. Peter A. Facione, director of
University Division of General Studies
(UD) then presented to council the
advantages and disadvantages of the
competency and core-based
curriculums.
HE RECOMMENDED that the
University adopt a core-based
curriculum. Although such a syllabus is

more rigid and could become outmoded
without regular revision, it would be
much easier to advise, manage and
administrate, he said. It also would be
more understandable to parents,
students and the general public than the
present curriculum, Facione said.
Council members discussed the
feasibility of such a program and the
costs involved in the changeover.
Dr. Karl E. Vogt, dean of the College
of Business Administration, said that
rather than create an "infra-structure
which will require a dose of University
resources," faculty should resolve the
problems through mutual agreement.
James D. Whalen, Student Government Association (SGA) representative, did not favor a core-based
curriculum. "Students are footing the
bill and I think they should be able to
choose the courses they want," he said.
To restrict curriculums "would be a
tragic mistake," he said.

FACIONE EXPLAINED that a corebased curriculum would not tell
students which courses to take, but
rather would limit the number of
courses a student could choose to fulfill
degree requirements.

"I have a conviction that general
education on this campus is not all that
it could be. In fact, it's quite lousy. The
current system is a non-system. Its
haphazard," Facione said. Under the
current general studies program,
students can "slip through" a degree
program without taking courses
By Denise Sakal
necessary for a broad liberal education,
he claimed. "We can do a lot better
The Methods Experience Project
than group requirements," Facione
said.
(MEP> gives future teachers a chance
to gain practical experience and help
"I believe council is moving toward "students to relate theory and practice
approval of a core program. I think the together," according to advisor Joyce
issue will be how flexible it should be," Myles.
Facione said.
Myles said the project originated in
Council will meet Wednesday, in the
1968 because a time gap existed betTown Room, Union.
ween elementary methods courses and
the first actual teaching assignment.
At that time, "A local school district
was in trouble, so they allowed
University students to come into the
schools and help with teaching," Myles
added.

More than 100 teachers and parents
crowded into the Bowling Green High
School library in hopes of hearing word
on a recommendation concerning the
teacher's contract negotiations.
But School Superintendent Dr.
Richard P. Cummings revealed that
the impasse panel report would not be
ready Friday as hoped, but should be
completed by Oct. 28.
Although each teacher has an Individual binding contract with the
system, the Bowling
Green
Educational Association (BGEA) and
the school board have not reached an
agreement on a general contract
concerning working conditions for all
teachers.

AN IMPASSE was declared in the
negotiations July 19 and an impartial
impasse panel was appointed at the
beginning of October to recommend a
settlement package. The panel consists
of a representative from the administration, the BGEA and a lawyer
from American Arbitration Association
of Cleveland.
Dr. Cummings said the report is not
binding and both groups will get a
chance to vote on it.
Monty Wilson, 615 S. Orleans St..
seeks a quick settlement in the contract
dispute.
Addressing the administration, he said, "Somebody is not
doing their job. The talks are continually being delayed and there are
people here tonight to find out what's
going on."
Board member Jack Hartman also

UNDER THE OLD system, which
required students to pay a blanket fee
for food sevice, each dormitory had its
own dining hall, she said, and when the
Unviersity switched to coupons, "We
had a dining room that we didn't need "
"A lot of students also had extra
coupons and we were looking for
monotony breakers," Monna L. Pugh,
director of residence food services,
said
So Sheridan, Ruth I Friend, training

coordinator of personnel support
services, and Ingram Milliron, director
of management support services,
brainstormed the Strawberry Patch
idea.
According to Friend, the pancake
house was the best choice for a special
interest dining facility because "it was
an area we could be creative with and
still offer (food) at a low cost."
SHE SAID IT also was an alternative
to the "Towers Inn." another specialty
restaurant located in the MacDonald
dining hall area.
Pugh said tha Auxiliary Support
Services has developed several ideas
for other specialty food services.

NpAfsphoto by Dave Ryan

YOU CAN'T MAKE an omelette without breaking a few eggs, as Jeff Bunkett has
learned. Although the strawberry Patch primarily is a pancake house, the menu
has expanded to include steak, eggs, salads and omelettes.

MEP practical experience
for future educators

Public gets no word on
teacher contracts
By Tom Smith
Staff Reporter

FROM HUNDREDS of entries from
colleges and universities throughout
the United States, Canada, Australia,
Lebanon and Sweden, the Strawberry
Patch menu was judged by five
restaurant and food service specialists
to be the best in the special events (cash
sales!category.
The award-winning menu and the
Strawberry Patch's waitress service
draw more than 1,000 persons to the
restaurant each weekend, Gertrude S.
Sheridan, Harshman dining hall
manager, said
"And the pancake house is run almost
entirely by students," she said, adding
that one full-time worker and a parttime manager are the only non-student
employees.
The Strawberry Patch operates from
Harshman dining hall and is open on
weekends from September to June
Menu selections are prepared in the
Harshman kitchen along with regular
cafeteria items served in an adjoining
dining room, Sheridan said.
THAT'S THE REASON the Patch is
open only on weekends, she explained.
Sheridan said that because Harshman Quad's "population is down on
the weekends," one dinner line is closed
to make room for the preparation of
Strawberry Patch foods on the kitchen's grills.
She noted that the Patch has two
menus, one each for morning and
dinner meals.
But when the Patch flipped its first
flapjack in 1974. it was "open all day
with the same menu," until the
selection was expanded to include
omelettes, steak, eggs and salads, she
said.

Students can pay for meals in the
Strawberry Patch with food coupons or
cash, Sheridan said.
In fact, the University's adoption of
the coupon system made the pancake
house concept possible, she explained.

asked why the board will not hear from
the impasse panel Friday as expected.
THE OTHER three board members
did not clarify the matter for the
citizens or for Hartman.
After
checking a contract clause, Hartman
said after the meeting that the arbitrator can take longer than the
desired 15 days if needed.
In other action, Dr. Cummings said
the system is in need of certified
professionals and non-certified employees as substitutes.
The enrollment of the system is down
from 3,768 in 1977 to 3,666 this year and
as a result, the district will lose $107,000
in state school foundation funding, Dr.
Cummings said. He was not able to
explain the enrollment decrease.

THE PROJECT, which is limited to
elementary education majors, combines University courses and classroom
experience in public schools. Students
must enroll in five elementary methods
courses in addition to the field experience, Myles said, adding that
students attend classes two days and
are in the classrooms three days.
"Students spend part of the time on
campus getting the theory and a
corresponding amount of time in the
schools for practice," Myles explained
Students teaching the class prepare
lesson plans and visual aids and must
keep up with the methods courses,
Myles said, adding that "it takes a
committed student to do well. It's not
an easy way to get grades."
About 110 students are enrolled in the
fall MEP program, which operates in
Findlay, Sylvania and Bowling Green.
"ONE OF THE strengths of the

project is that the professor teaching
the methods course goes into the
classroom and observes the student at
work," Myles said.
Myles said the project gives students
experience in being responsible for a
child's education." so that when they go
on their first job, they have developed a
way to handle crises, should they arise.
"I also think it teaches them a great
deal about organizing time, getting
along with peers and other

professionals in the situation," Myles
added.
MEP also gives students a chance to
find out if they really want to teach,
Myles said.
"We also strongly recommend that
students take in intermediate grades
(4,5,6) so they have the broadest
background. This gives them more
confidence and makes them a more
marketable product
The field experience tells us the students are better
prepared for teaching and the job
market, "shesaid
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opinion
expand studies
If one looks close enough, there Is an Important message In the acceptance speech University President Hollls A Moore, Jr. gave when he
received the University Academic Year Abroad Medallion. Moore said
not enough stress Is placed on the universiallty of the University's
students.
Students, according to Moore, are spending too much time in their
own little corners, taking a superficial glance at the world and never
really taking stock In the fact that they probably will live in a bi-cultural
world.
The figures support this statement. According to the United States
Office of Education, the number of career opportunities requiring foreign
language skills has sharply increased. Less than fifty Americans are
expertly trained in languages that more than 100 million speak, Including
Arabic. Chinese, Japanese and Swahili. That is not a good ratio by
anyone's standards.
Moore went on to say that faculty exchange programs and a University
curriculum Including international components were extremely valuable
and that we should utilize the "vast multicultural richness" to the fullest.
We could not agree with the President more.
We see the need to expand the University's role In educating students
so that they may face "the real world" when they graduate. We can now
hear the students grumbling about the prospect of having to study a
language that has "nothing to do with my major."
The News believes, however, that these skills will be needed very
much as the world becomes figuritivly smaller; a "global village" as
Marshall McCluhan would call it.
The News would like to see a University inquiry Into the feasibility of
expanding the current curriculums into including more foreign studies
program.

'judgment is founded on truth...'

paulapourri

on how to 'dress for success'
Earlier this week I attended a
meeting featuring a panel discussion on
"How to Dress for Success." Clad in my
faded Levis, yellow dorm T-shirt and
oversized red sweatshirt, I hoped to
learn how to properly adorn myself to
make the story of my struggle for
success more fantastic than any
Horatio Alger tale.
But as I listened with perked ears to
the advice of four impeccably dressed
professional women, I realized their
hints were intended for bodies and
budgets other than mine.
Citing guidelines from the bestseller
"How to Dress for Success," they
prescribed dark-colored skirted suits
with solid-colored blouses (yawn) for
the aspiring career woman.
AS I STUDIED the worn spots on my
Earth Shoes. I wondered what the
author of that book might suggest for
college students as myself who dream
of 3.S grade point averages and doing
laundry only twice a quarter.
The key to building the proper
wardrobe depends on what type of
success is being sought.

Paula
Winslow
The aspiring summa cum laude
might compose his wardrobe of conservative cotton and polyester coordinates. A nice pair of pressed slacks
and argyle socks (the kind even
Grandma would approve of) are basics.
Accessories might include a pocket
calculator, a handful of No. 2 pencils
and an American flag lapel pin.
Those searching for the brainy instead of the brawny look should avoid
tight fitting caps that might seem to
impair cerebral activity and long
fingernails that could interfere with
typewriter keys.
Female socialites should stick to
basics: Calvin Klein jeans, stacked
wood heels of at least five inches, qiana

blousons and matching panty, bra and
nail polish sets.
MEN NEED to project a friendly but
forceful image. Button-down oxford
shirts, pull-over sweaters and a class
ring with a stone bigger, than Spirit
Rock are some possibilities.
People-minded pupils also might
consider rubber-soled shoes to guard
against the possibility of transmitting
deadly electric shocks to prospective
friends during the winter months.
Dime store after shave or perfume
whose odor arrives ten minutes before
the wearer does is a definite • no-no.
Heavy gold chains or medals may be
chic or macho but they should not be
overused as they tend to bend a
socialite's neck to the ground,
sacrificing vital eye contact.
Not to be forgotten are those who
think the way to make it big at BG is to
typify the spirited, rowdy, roaring
college student often associated with
raccoon coats and flappers of bygone
eras.
AN EIGHT PACK of Little Kings
under one arm (slightly more in-

convenient than a hip flask of gin) and a
bag of Doritos complete the look.
The odor of clothes fresh out of the
dirty laundry pile and last night's pizza
orgy preclude the need for any bottled
scent for members of this rank.
He is certain to be well-received by
other humanistic heroes if his garb
includes flared blue jeans (covered
with "Peace," "Do it in the dirt," and
"Free Angela Davis" iron-on patches),
leather sandals and T-shirts with obscene messages printed on them.
A FRI8BEE to match the hue of each
T-shirt and a single gold stud earring
could make the difference between
being a genuine hippie commie pinko or
only a misplaced sociology major.
Then there are those of us striving
simply to survive.
If armed with an umbrella, a pair of
snow shoes, thermal underwear and a
student identification card, even
climbing the stairs to the Library could
be the start of an illustrious career in
BG.
Paula Winslow is a Staff Reporter for
the News.

speaking out

editorials-a decision process we stand behind
In the Friday Oct. 8 issue of the News,
the editorial dealt with collective
bagaining for University faculty.
The editorial was one of the most
important stands the News has taken in
a long time. Since I have been getting
some response from students and
faculty on the editorial, I believe there
should be an explanation on how the
News decided to print that editorial, or
for that matter how the News decides
what stand to take on any issue.
Each day, after much discussion
among persons on the News staff, the
editorial editor determines what the
subject of the next day's editorial will
be. Once the editorial is written, it is
inspected by the members of the

Jamie
Pj@rffi3n
editorial board, composed of myself,
the managing editor, the news editor
and the editorial editor.
THESE FOUR editors sign the
editorial if they approve of it. If there is
a tie, the copy editor votes. If a
majority is not arrived at. the editorial
is reworked and rewritten.

On Thursday, Oct. 5, the day of the
Board of Trustees meeting, the
editorial board knew the News had to
take a stand one way or another on the
issue of collective bargaining. None of
us looked forward to the prospect
because we knew it was a subject that
was critical to the welfare of the
University and an emotional subject to
some persons.
For that editorial, not only was the
editorial board consulted before it was
written, but also two staff reporters
who had been following the collective
bargaining debate closely since last
year.
IT TOOK almost five hours to write

that editorial. Opinions among the staff
were muted. We kept going over the
good and bad points of both the probargaining and the anti-bargaining
"side. Finally, at about 10 p.m., we
came to a decision. The News would
favor collective bargaining.
The reasons for taking that stand are
in the Oct. 6 editorial.
The News did not favor collective
bargaining because we thought some of
our profs would subsequently favor us
with an A. The News did not favor
collective bargaining because it would
earn us a few extra "brownie points."
The News has never had the
reputation of being a "brownie point"
newspaper. In fact, we have the op-

posite reputation. Just because the
News is run by students and just
because collective bargaining involves
faculty does not mean the News favors
collective bargaining for the simple
reason that our professors will give us
special treatment in class.
SO FAR, I have personally received
just two phone calls from persons who
agreed with the Oct. 6 editorial. The
other calls and letters disagreed with
the editorial.
This kind of response is true for
nearly every editorial the News prints.
Compliments are rare in this business
We are used to having persons dislike
us.
The editorial board knew on Oct. 5,
after the editorial was written and on

its way to the printer, that we would
hear about it the next day. Still, we
believed and still do believe we were
right in favoring collective bargaining.
Whether you favor collective
bargaining or not is up to you. At least
you now know how the decision at the
News was made
IT WAS A difficult decision
Everytime we put the News, its name
and reputation behind an editorial it is a
difficult decision. But, each day that
decision is a thoughtful one. It is never
hastily made. It is never made in the
hopes of stroking some professor or
administrator's ego.
The News stands behind its editorial
of Oct. 6
Jamie Pierman Is Editor of the News.
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Letters
principles
I feel compelled to respond to a
section of your otherwise thoughtful
editorial, "Collective Bargaining is
Needed, Wanted" (October 6). which
stated that you "cannot see
professionals, as those at the University, behaving in any other manner
than that of professionals," and
therefore had high hopes that faculty
members would not go out on strike.
This is a disturbing idea, chiefly
because It makes an assumption about
the nature of professionalism in
academic life that many of us would not
support. What does it mean to be
professional? To keep abreast of one's
discipline? To teach as effectively as
one is able? To treat students decently?

These and a myriad other behaviors
fall under the label. But what of giving
continual thought to the mission of this
University, the priorities that have
been, are, and perhaps should be
established, according to which all of us
operate? What of working conditions,
and fair salaries, of sound affirmative
action and academic freedom?
To be a professional on today's
campus means much more than to
engage - in one's classroom or office - in
traditional professorial activities. It
means to have views on and to personally respond to those and similar
questions posed above.
If and when conditions are such that
these efforts are curtailed - if and when,
that is, faculty members decide that
their fundamental needs are no longer
being satisfied and seem not to be in the
foreseeable future, then the
withholding of one's services - striking may be the logical aad professional

route to take. There are times when
principle should take preference over
propriety...which probably implies that
the key question Is: when are those
times?
Trevor J. Phillips
Educational Foundations & Inquiry

act-people
for people
The time is rapidly approaching the
general student populace (particularly
freshman folk) when studies, personal
relationships and parties are consuming more and more time and
energy, leaving them drained,
discouraged and, more often than not,
in need of just someone to talk to. The

infamous Bowling Green winter is
rapidly approaching us, (something
guaranteed to stifle even the most
optimistic) and the question is: Where
can one go for support? Where can one
find that beacon of light to guide us
through the dark night of despair? Who
can I turn to when nobody needs me?
Where can I buy a bagel for under 15
cents?
Well, the answer to none of these
questions can be found at the ACT
Campus House, right across from
Founders. ACT stands for Active
Christians Today and "odd for God" is
nottheir slogan. They try to be
available when and wherever possible
for whatever needs that arise in the
student body here in B.G. That includes
playing football and cards, helping you
with a computer science program or
helping you work out a problem in your
personal life. They have a campus
house where you can do the hang, relax

and shoot the breeze with your buddies
and the over 300 kids in ACT this year.
Bruce and Steve, the campus ministers,
are regular guys who have been known
to show Flash Gordon flicks on the
living room wall and counsel students
on the merits of eating kumquats (if
you call that regular).
All in all, ACT offers whatever you
need because their best resource is
people. People for people with the Lord
as their guide; that's ACT and we want
you to know us.
Thomas More Scott
419 Gould St. KiE.

frosh rebuttal
I, as a freshman, felt the article in the
BG News on Wednesday, September 27,

about "wiley freshmen" was degrading
and uncomplimentary. I was disappointed that an article such as this
would be allowed to disrupt the
otherwise friendly atmosphere found at
BGSU.
Mr. Coehrs should remember that he
too, was once a freshman. The new
surroundings coupled with anxiety and
insecurity are enough of a discomfiture
to the newcoming students, let alone the
feelings of inferiority Ms article
directed at them. Surprisingly, Mr.
Coehrs finished the article with a
compliment, but only after tearing the
freshman's confidence to shreds. He
then comes to the conclusion; freshmen
will always persevere.
*""""
In my opinion, we freshmen have
more going for us than Mr. Coehrs led
readers to believe.
Pamela Grappa
MSDarrow
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DEP program offers personalized atmosphere
By Cindy Zlotnik

University students can sign up for
courses that are smaller than regular
classes and offer a more personalized
learning experience.
About 300 students take advantage of
such courses each quarter through the
Developmental Education Program
(DEP) in the Modular Achievement
Learning Center (MALC) in the
Library, according to Dr. John F.
Newby, assistant vice provost for
developmental education programs.
"We work with all students on

campus who have a need for basic skill
instruction, tutoring or counseling,"
Newby said.
MALC OFFERS classes that "carry
the same credit and requirements as
other courses taught outside the
program," Newby said.
"But the
difference is that the classes are
smaller and the material is broken
down into units or modules, so that
students can proceed through the
modules at individual varying rates."
The Personalized System of Instruction (PSI) model is based on the

the satellite reading center, he said.
To improve comprehension,
vocabulary skills or reading rate,
students can work with a reading
specialist or tutor in the satellite
reading lab.
Math 291 is a new course dealing with
math and critical thinking and is taught
by the DEP staff. An atmosphere in
which students can work on drills and
exercises in the math communications
lab has contributed to setting the
highest attendance record of any
course sponsored by the program,
Newby said.

premise that students do not all learn in
the same way or at the same rate,
Newby said.
"The emphasis is on developing these
basic competencies in a subject area
because in most higher level courses a
student must build on previous learning," Newby said, adding that "later
objectives depend on mastery of earlier
objectives."
STUDENTS ALSO CAN receive instruction in the University writing
laboratory, the mathematics and
communications skills laboratory or

Exams, birth control at clinics
By Janet Ropers
Copy Editor
Pregnancy testing, contraceptives,
counseling and abortion referrals are
available confidentially to women at
the Wood County Health Department,
541 W. Wooster St., according to family
nurse practitioner Fran Adams.
Besides these daily services, family
planning and venereal disease clinics
are scheduled by appointment weekly.
Each Wednesday, about 40 women
attend the 5-8 p.m. family planning
clinic, where a physician gives individual counseling, pelvic and breast
examinations, anemia and VD tests and
prescribes contraceptives, Adams said.
She estimated that 60 percent of the
contraceptives prescribed are for
University women.

"WE HAVE the (birth control) Pill,
IUD. diaphram, foam, condom, and if a
patient wants to use rhythm we'll teach
her how to do it correctly," she said.
"I'd say the Pill is 99 percent effective and the IUD is very close to
that," she said, adding that the Pill is
the most popular form of birth control
prescribed at the clinic.
Adams said that the family planning
clinic's services are good because "we
give much closer follow-up than some
physicians "
Doctors at the VD clinic, held 9-11
a.m. Thursdays, give pelvic
examinations, blood tests and treatment for venereal disease. All county
VD cases known to local physicians are
reported to the health department,
where "we try to seek out the male," to

treat him as well as the female, Adams
said. The clinic involves "more than
treating the patient because of all the
contacts" made in locating* patients'
partners, she said.

"WE DO a lot of counseling If it's
more than we can handle we send them
(women) to an actual counseling
agency, but we do most counseling
here," she said.

MOST WOMEN who attend the
clinics worry about the examination
and "who they'll see," Adams said.
"But we're not judgemental."

Fees for clinic services are based on
a patient's ability to pay and the Ohio
Department of Health provides funding, which has "stayed the same or
even decreased" in recent years to
make the clinics "work toward being
self-supporting." Adams said.
"We're having some funding
problems." she said. "But we're still
going to stay open-in fact, we're trying
to increase our caseload
Not that
we're telling girls to go have sex-we
just want them to be protected."
"We rely on the girls' paying us, and
most try to pay something," she said.

Counseling for women with problem
pregnancies also is offered, as is
abortion referral.
"If she (patient) wants an abortion,
we might refer her to an abortion clinic,
or if she wants to keep the baby we
might refer her to EMPA (Emotional
and Material Pregnancy Aid)," Adams
said.

Sherck, Latta debate issues
By Jim Flick
Editor's note: This is the
first in a series on four
debates, featuring state
office-holders running for reelection and their opponents.
The luncheons, held at noon
Tuesdays at Kaufman's
restaurant. *re public.
Congressman
Delbert
Latta (R-Bowling Green)
«nd Fremont prosecuting
attorney James Sherck. his
Democratic opponent in the
Nov. 7 election, traded
remarks about inflation.
Congressional spending and
the Kemp-Roth tax-cut bill
yesterday at a luncheon
debate sponsored by the
Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce.
Sherck, speaking first,
accused Congressman Latta
of waste and said "one of the
best ways of fighting inflation is in government
offices."
"CONGRESSMEN SHOULD sweep in front of their
own door first," the
Democratic challenger said,
adding that he believes
Congress should impose self
regulations.
Sherck cited Latta's annual constituent questionnaire as one example of
waste and said his practice
of sending congratulatory
messages to graduating high
school students and couples

Cinema 1*2

celebrating anniversaries in
his district is unnecessary.
Latta defended that his
office payroll is the third
lowest in Congress. While he
is entitled to hire 18 office
workers, the Congressman
said he employs only II and
has not used the $5,000
allotted each Congressmen
to publish a newsletter for
his constituents.
But
the
annual
questionnaire will continue.
"This Congressman wants to
know what people in my
district think."
LATTA DID not disagree
entirely with Sherck. "I
agree 100 percent we need
economy in Congress," the
incumbent said, "but lets
take a look at who the
culprits have been."
Lata
accused
his
Democratic colleagues of
being the nation's largest
contributors to inflation by
voting for annual federal
budgets allowing billions of

dollars in deficit spending.
"National debt has increased vastly since 1954
when the Democrats took
control of Congress," Latta
said. "As they amass debt, it
brings on inflation and your
taxes increase."
Responding to Sherck's
accusations that Latta
ignored his opponent's
challenge to debate the incumbent said he "certainly
doesn't .respond to every
request from an opponent."
••I DON'T make his
campaign, and I don't ask
him to make mine." Latta
said.
Sherck said he "thought it
would be beneficial if
Congressman Latta and I

Latta. one of the sponsors
of the Kemp-Roth bill, said
he will continue to support
the proposal

could ge before the people
and debate the issues.
"I'm running what I
consider a people's campaign." Sherck said. His
campaign includes a
"whistlestop" tour of local
towns, during which he
speaks from a platform on
the back of his travel-all.
The candidates also
disagreed on the Kemp-Roth
tax cut bill.

"It's high time we had
some tax relief. Middle
income tax payers suffer
needlessly.' Latta said.

COUNSELING IS another component
of the program and "there are counselors and instructional assistants
working with the instructors that are
available outside of class for additional
tutoring and counseling," Newby said.
MALC is funded through a federal
grant designed to provide educational
services to low-income students who
may be experiencing academic difficulties, Newby said. Priority is given
to students meeting these criteria and
demonstrating a need for special
educational services, he added

"We recently received a grant for a
'Right to Read' program from the
federal government to set up satellite
reading centers in Wood, Sandusky and
Allen counties," Newby said.
This program is designed to help
adults who have poor reading skills.
"There are a lot of people in northwest
Ohio who do not read as well as they
should," Newby said.
"The DEP staff is particularly proud
of this program in which the University
extends itself into the community,"
Newby said.

'Superstars' for charity
Delta Tau Delta fraternity will frisbee toss
sponsor "Superstars," a new greek
In another activity, two members
event to be held at 10 a.m. Saturday in from each team will compete in a canoe
the field between Harshman and joust until one team falls into Peregrine
Pond, Forhan said
Kreischer quadrangles.
Then two top fraternities and two top
According to Chairman Drew
Forhan. the event's goal is to raise sororities will contend in a Tug-of-war
to determine the winners.
money for Muscular Dystrophy
"Each team is composed of four
The events include an obstacle course
composed of a 12-foot wall for frater- members and no one can participate in
nities and an eight-foot wall for more than one event."he said
sororities, a high jump, long jump,
First and second place and spirit
hurdles, tire agility, sprints and a trophies v. ill be awarded, he said

Charis Community race
benefits Heart Fund
Jeff Boutelle, Bowling Green, took
The Save Your Heart Mini-Marathon
sponsored by the Bo-vling Green Charis the title of fastest person under 16 years
Community staged its third race old at 37:42 and Dr. Richard Bowers,
University professor of health and
Saturday morning.
physical education, raced to win the
Rev. Peter F. Manto, the event's male over-40-years-old category at
organizer said 250 runners participated 39:55
in the 6.2-mile marathon
TROPHIES WERE awarded to the
University student Rex Calden raced
first three finalists in each category.
to first place in the marathon in 32:48
"The Mini-Marathon was originated
TAKING THE LEAD over other by the Charis Community to help people
female contestants in 43:35 was Nancy realize the importance of good physical
fitness." Rev. Manto said.
Gardiner of Bowling Green.
"The proceeds of each marathon are
Lynn Edwards, of Toledo, won the
category for women over 40 years old at donated to The Heart Fund in their
battle against heart disease," he added
50:24.

Great Gallery
Series

THE BILL is a "meat ax"
solution to tax relief when a
"fine scalpel" approach is
needed, he said. He proposed
cutting local property taxes
and earmarking 10 percent of
federal income tax revenue
to local governments to
replace lost tax revenue.

The Toledo Museum of An
announces its 1**714-7*1

Great Gallery Series featuring
the following performam es
Paratore Brothers, Duo-pianists

Friday, Oct 27 1978
The Rogeri Trio
Wednesday, *^<>v 29 1978

The Toledo Museum of Art

(Cinema hi

rot further information, please phone (419) 255-81)00

Tokyo String Quartet
Wednesday, Feb 21, 1979
The Canadian Brass
Wednesday, Apr 1«. 1979

TUESDAY'THURSDAY
STUDENT NIGHTS'
All STUDINTS
WITH I.O."5...

$$»

SCHOOLKIDS RECORDS
PRESENTS
-vr

-%

FRIDAY 13th SALE

u

FREE MUGS AT
PONDEROSA
WHEN YOU BUYONE OF OUR SELECTED DINNERS.

every 13th person purchasing an album
or tape wins a FREE Schoolkids T-Shirt.
HMOTCUL' fumr

every 13th T-Shirt winner
also wins a FREE Album

WE'RE
LOOKING

ronot.il
OWN
JOHN

MXlfSHI
LISTEN
TO
"WKJQ"

ANIMAL

HFM
Ml*

SCHOOLKIDS' RECORDS
134 WEST WOOSTER
lowest album prices in town
1/2 block west of main

DETAILS!

fffMllfNWT'

11-7 M-F

OX

ACTION
DOUBLE
FEATURE!

10-6 Sit.

t\|

I 6 Sun.

For every T-Bone. Steak & Shrimp
Shrimp or Super Sirloin dinner
you buy. you'll receive a handsome glass mug.
free. These mugs
are made by
Libbey glass
and hold 12oz.
of your favorite
beverage. The
mugs, which
normally retail for more
than $1.00,
will be available all day,
every day
beginning
Sept. 22 while
supplies last.
Details available at participating steak
houses. So come
in and get a mug. And start
your collection.

)EZ

P0KDE*°!&

jj2 inn

Tooir

Other in store specials -selected LP's at 3.99
Sale begins 11:00 a.m. Fri. 13th
Ends 6:00 p.m. Sun. 15th

mmmtmmmmmmm

TRY OUR NEW, IMPROVED SALAD BAR.
E. Wooster St.

[Across from Perry Stadium]

mmtmmmmm
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Teacher shortage means jobs
By Karen Amos

graduate, he said.

More teaching jobs are becoming
available each year, according to Jerry
L Richardson, assistant director of the
Career Planning and Placement
Center.
Because students think the teaching
field is overcrowded many change from
education to other majors, Richardson
said
The need for teachers, especially at
the secondary level, must be made
known so "students can switch if that's
what they really want to do," he explained.
The job market will have improved
by the time this years freshmen

THERE WERE 1,252 education
graduates in 1977 and about 1,052 last
year, Richardson said.
During the 1*76-77 academic year,
3,731 teaching vacancies were reported
to the University and 6,050 vacancies
were reported last year, he said.
The number of freshmen in education
this year, 750, is "really down," he said,
adding, "They've been scared out of it"
by what they have read.
Even though most public schools
have been in session for several weeks,
the placement office is "still getting
calls" for teacher candidates,
Richardson noted.

Your United Way Pledge Works For All of Us \
Over 90 Community Chest and Red Cross Same* Centers
Need Your Fur Shirt Support
J

SOME OF THE fields with many
teaching vacancies are industrial
education, general science,
mathematics, reading and guidance
counseling, he said.
And although the number of reported
vacancies in special education has
riaen from 435 in 1978-77 to 1.142 in IS7778. the number of graduates in the field
remains about equal, Richardson said.
Male elementary teachers also are in
increasing demand because schools
"like to have the male image at that
level," Richardson said.

"STUDENTS SHOULD definitely be
encouraged to pick up another major or
a minor" even though it is not a
requirement for education majors, he
said. Otherwise, employers might think
a student lacks ambition or is not
qualified to teach enough subjects, he
added.
Richardson stressed that students
become involved in extracurricular
activities because "employers like to
see someone who can do something
besides teaching."
Because on-campus interviewing by
schools has decreased, teacher candidates must be more willing to visit
future employers, Richardson said.
He added that students also can find
greater job opportunities by being
willing to relocate.

Other reasons for the teacher shortage include a small rise in the birth
rate, three out of five teachers quitting
within the first five years of teaching
and many teacher candidates qualified
to teach in only one area, according to
Richardson.

Man's buffalo very friendly'
BOSTON HEIGHTS, Ohio
(AP) - Pet buffalo? Ben
Matthews has four which he
says are very affectionate
companions
"They're all very friendly," he said of the
American bison he bought in
Nebraska a year ago. "They
follow me around like
puppies and sometimes
they're a little too friendly;
they rub up against you and
knock you down."
Gladys, he said, is the
most affectionate one.

"SHE KISSES PEOPLE
she likes," Matthews said.
"It's like being kissed with a
piece of sand paper "
Heidi is the curious one.
After the four bison learned
not to take out Matthews
barbed wire fence, she
learned to open the pasture
gate. Mary Alice still is a
little shy although she does
not stand apart from the
others as she did when he
first brought the animals to
his SO-acre farm.
Heather, he said, seems

most content of the four,
interested mainly in good
grass and fresh water.
"I GREW UP in Colorado
and we were all interested in
buffalo," said Matthews of
his pets. He bought the
animals at a government
auction to go with a herd of
bison he has near Bolivar,
Tenn.
The four females will be
two years old next April and
Matthews estimates they
weigh more than 1,000
pounds each now

ABORTION

MACRAME JUTEI
SALE
FALL SHOE
FASHIONS FOR MEX
Tis the year for you to get into Bass.
Celebrate. Rejoice. In shoes that
suit your suit. Or jeans. Or cords.
Shoes you can live in. Good looks,
style, comfort from Bass.
See them soon.
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OMICRON
DELTA
KAPPA
are due on

Friday, October 13
in 405 Student Activities Office,

Student Services Bldg.

Fresh smoked sausage,
topped with special
meat sauce and onion.
(Some say it's better
than the Hungarian's.)

Turkey, smoked
beef, boiled ham,
cheddar cheese,
lettuce and tomato. *
Hot or cold.
'

39c

3 for $1.09
Regularly 50c each

99c
Regularly SI.49

Gyro
a mixture of seasoned meats, tomatoes, lettuce
and onion. Served in a grilled peeta
"pocket bread'.'

69C R*S"l"ly 87c
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fM Sigma M

sale 5.95

^Phi Epsilori^

Colored Jute
3 ply
5 ply
7 ply

Proudly announce
their new pledge class

reg 1.59 sale 1.29
reg. 2.59 sale 1.99
reg. 4.59 sale 2.99

Dan Shook
Brett Meyer
Steve Williams
George Dillman
Jeff Ramey
Greg Bosserman

where today's hobbies are
tomorrow's heirlooms

Neither "Born Again" nor locked into Yesterday's tradition?
Where do you fit in? Maybe with the Unitarian/Universalists. Join our affirmation of human worth, our exploration of the meaning of this life, and our search for
truth in philosophy, religion, and other sources of wisdom.

Bowling Green Unitarian/Universalist
Fellowship Meeting
Oct. 14, 1978, 7:30 p.m.
Bowling Green Women's Club
134 N. Prospect

MarkNichta
Michael Hamon
Daniel Healy
Lee Weissinger
Jay Hanson
Bruce Piatt

Good Luck!
nssESioon

It's super-special treat-time

The
/ fa TheMad
Greek,
M Greek Sub
Hot
Dog

1 -800-438-8039

The Brothers of

DI '3WBBBBDISBMBC13MBBBCI '3HHC ".

Applications for

TOLL FREE
9 a.m.-IO p.m.

No. 10 Large Ball
Natural
reg. 7.95

Newsphoto by AP Wire

RED BLUE JEANS-Two Soviet women walk along a Moscow
street wearing hard-to-get blur Jeans. The Russians claim to have
developed a fabric, Orblta. which is equal in quality to western
denim, known for its toughness and endurance.

Call 352-1286 for a ride

RUSH
Alpha Sigma Phi
LAST CHANCE!

TONITE at 7:30

nrasuraxsxna

Local briefs
RSA
Recreation Center Director. Ben McGuire will speak at
6p.m. Tuesday at the Resident Student Association (RSA)
meeting, announced RSA President Rick Haught.
The meeting, which will be held in the Assembly Room,
McFall Center, is public.

Chinese mission
The Youth Good-Will Mission of the Republic of China
will perform at 8 p.m. today in the Joe E. Brown Theatre.
The performance is free and public.

Chicago tickets
Chicago tickets are available exclusively to students at
the University Union until Saturday. After that, they also
will be sold at area outlets.

Hawaii trip
UAO still has seats available for its trip to Hawaii
during Christmas break Deposits must be turned into the
UAO office, third floor Union, by Friday.

FRIDAY

The 13th SALE
25% OFF
ON ALL
PAPERBACKS!

25% OFF
ON ALL
SELECTED
TEE-SHIRTS

Wooster Street

Mediterranean Buffet Breakfast S2.19

D
D

7\\e vMTCdk Ooooecftou
The unique sandwich shop
Toledo

1910 Latkey and 2735 Navarre

Bowling Green—510 EaM Wooder
Eat in or Take out

AI0

o

Rodgers

D
DO

ra

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
1424 E WOOSTER

353-2252
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Campus calendar
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IF YOU LIKE COOR'S fenonday
YOU'LL LOVE PREMIUM nadness

PEARL

•

ft,

••'S3

THE BIG BEER
FROM TEXAS
Enjoy Some Today '^BSEffl
fWTi|»»'

leurl

Alumni Center.
Faculty Swim, 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Natatorium.
Admission 35 cents. Suit rental K) cents.
"Reefer Madness," 1:30-4:30 p.m., Sid* Door,
Union. Video tape program. Shown continuously.
International Program, 3-4:30 p.m.. Alumni Room.
Union. Open reception for the Youth Good-Will
Mission of the Republic of China.
BG TV 7, 7:30 p.m., on closed circuit campus
television. "Week to Week on Seven," a campusproduced newsmagazine show.
International Student Program, 8 p.m., Joe E.
Brown Theater, University Hall. The Youth GoodWill Mission of The Republic of China will perform.

Campus Calendar Is daily listing of campus
•vents (meetings, lectures and entertainment)
provided as a service to readers. Unless otherwise
noted, all events are free and open. Campus
Calendar forms are available at the News office.
106 University Hall, 372-2003. There Is no charge for
submitting listings to the section.

Look lor ad m
(his paper'
Its Madness'

-xi rnvtt <H*BOK*
Thr Shad. Lid) Salooa

>-*r~tr-4>^£*

HOWARD JOHNSON'S

jour

THURSDAY
Meetings
Republican Clubs, 7 p.m., Taft Room, Union. Ohio
House Minority Leader Charles Kurfess will speak.
Charis Community, 7:30 p.m.. Faculty Lounge,
Union.

UAO Musical Film Festival. 8 p.m.. 210 MathSciences. 'The Gay Divorcee," storring Ginger
Rogers and Fred Astaire will be shown. Free with
BGSU ID.
UAO Coffeehouse, 8 p.m.-Midnight. Side Door.
Union. Local Talent Night. Admission SO cents.
Stor Gazing. 9 p.m., roof of Life-Sciences.
Student Swim, 9-10 p.m., Natatorium. Admission
25 cents with BGSU ID. Suit rental 10 cents.

Entertainment
Watercolor Exhibition. 8 a.m.-S p.m., Art Gallery,
Fine Arts.
Theater Arts Exhibit, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.. Gallery, McFall.
Art Exhibition. 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Alumni Gallery.
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14 Slarchy
rootstock
16 Mishmash
17 Cartoonist
Peter —

ACROSS
1 Noah's son
5 Behave bad
Iv 2 words
10 Netting

Thursday, 11 a.m. till we run out, enjoy our regular sub
(cold, no substitutions, please) for only $1.25. A
regular $2.25 value —Minimum 2 subs for delivery.

run FT

To" n

18 Fait into ruin
20 Bushed
22 Man's nickname

67 European
capital
DOWN
1 Depots:
Abbr
2 Instrument
3 Sea bird
4 Nighttime
event
5 Plus
6 Wound
7 Floor workman
8 Vedic dawn
goddess
9 Energy
10 Mock-ups
11 Spirit
12 Food: Prefix
13 Gardener
19 Small land
body
21 Melody
25 Inslructions
26 Where Banlt

23 European
title
24 Monarch
26 Everyone
27 Explained
30 Sanctified
34 Climbs
36 Pub product
37 Rant
38 Hue
40 Musial or
Mikita
41 Compass pt
42 Labor
43 Renounce
45 Lectures
47 Beaches
48 Harvest goo
dess
49 Step
50 Allotment
53 Title
54 Leeward island
58 Shrunk
61 Chop
62 Robert or
Alan
63 Joined
64 Laceration
65 Negotiate
66 Hits

33
35
39
40
42
44
46
47
49
50
51
52
53
55
56
57
59
60

leiope
Hollows
Pigeon pea
Pronoun
death
Drinker
Eire
Human
Boulevard
Alaskan city
Fish
A — in one
Time — —
half
Cargo earner
Contends
Ending for
com or con
Walery
Comb form
Yeas
Dental deg

15 Dissonance
35 Liability

IS

27
28
29
30
31
32

Confronts
Eliminate
'/i sawbuck
Pallet
Lucifer
Air an-

PdolioPs

:r\i ITU
SOUTH

•
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945 S. Main, 352-7571
440 |. Court, 352 1596
Mon.-Sat. II a.m.-2 a.m.; Sunday 4 p.m Midnight

pm. N.E, Commons. Sponsored

LOST f FOUND

by Alpha XI Delta 1 Phi Delta
Found

wall.i

ContoclChrli

WE'RE NO. 1!
Heading into Saturday's home game with Kent State, BGSU ranks FIRST NATIONALLY in total
offense, averaging 520.8 yards per game, compared to Oklahoma's 494.6. The Falcons are also
4th nationally in scoring, 6th in passing, and quarterback Mike Wright stands 2nd individually
in total offense.

In Univ.

Hall.

2-1944.

Found 16 carot ring, in front of
Ad. eldg.

SM

Theto.

All proceeds go to the

Cancer Foundation.

Itriwi College

of ArttftSci.

Hey

Runners I

Fun

Runs

are

N E Commons

372 5740

5 courses.

1*5 mi.

Gam-Sigma

references. PH. 3520560.
Pisonello's

hoi

discounts.

pizzo

Call

party

353-5166

for

d.lolls
Aid

S

Un-

derstanding. EMPA. 287467* t
3531468

FOUR HOUSEWIVES CLN. SERV.
Todays

working

parson

doos

not wont to work all week A
thon

onother

4*8

brs.

doing

Rood

Rally.

Information

For

more

call 3535115

8

am.-4:30 pm.
Try our line of Merlle Norman
Cosmetic* at Kay Ann

Beauty

Salon. 134 W Wooster. we also

BAKERS BROADS, get psyched'
Tomorrow is our day to moke

than

a food

tight! TOGA. TOGA. TOGAI11!

Girls, interetted In the Greek
Syttem? Then come to Sigma

weekends.

For details:

1355.

Nu III Sit Ruth Wedt. « Thurs.

3431.

night.

PtJtSONAlS

T I W Sound Co. will provide

houseboy

logs I

pole

owalts you I So watch your step.
Thanks Alpha Phi's. Alpha ChiOmega ft Goldenheorts for o
super job In helping out with
Rush. We couldn't have done It
you I

The

Sig

Ep

Brothers
Applications for Omicron Delto

YOU WERE GREAT AT THE GRAND
VALLEY GAME -- COME OUT AGAIN
ON SATURDAY AND CHEER THE
NATION'S MOST EXCITING TEAM
TO VICTORY OVER KENT STATE!

Kappa are due on Frl, Oct. 13 in
405 Student Activities Office
Student Serv Bldg
Alpha Com, really RATE.
GREAT! TheSlgEps.
Thanks

to

you.

the

"RACETRACK TEA" was a HUGE
success I Let's "horse around
again sometime' Love, The Slg
SfSj
KD's. Slg Eps are psyched to
parly down Fn nltel Are you?

Tickets On Sale At The Memorial Hall Ticket Office
(Open Weekdays 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)

tonight 7 8 pm

Open house

1318 E. Wooster

lor room I board Coll 833 3141

2 F. to lhare house for Wtr. ft

Office help, up to 10 hrt.. 352

Spr Qtn. I blk. from camput at

3539.

310 N. Enterprise

Reasonable

rent 352 4215

WE'RE PUTTING THE

4u>

BACK IN BG FOOTBALL

Newspaper od sales

Need F. rmte. for Ig. houte.

High Commission

Walking dittance

time. Excetl. opportunity with

to

camput

I F. to lhare opt. tor Wtr. ft Spr.

Business m0|or or MBA student

Otr Close to camput. on 2nd St.

wonted

3541363.

management

II mo. old. houiebroken. shots
complete, good watch dog. 3733371, Or. Hodley before 5 p.m

of

pt.

time

soles

potition.

353-

3538.
FOR SMI
1974

Pinto.

Mr.

auto.

good cond. No rult

Qtn. Acrotl from camput. Coll
354-1994.

Very

SHOO or

best ofte. 352 1496
1975

Toyota

Excell.

Corolla

cond.,

air.

Wagon

AM FM

4

tpd.. rodiol Call 3524743 offer

Boss

congrots on the Ivy leof I

TEACHERS

Hundreds

ol

Foreign ft Domeltic

1975

Yamohc

engine, cuttom pplnt. Mult tell

WA 98666

3735149. Ask for Steve.

Come to Rodgers lit floor Welt.
HAIL PARTY on LUCKY FRIDAY

Babysitter needed. Oct. 34-30.

73 Mercury Comet. 38.000 ml

THE 13th (YES THIS FRIDAY! I.

3S3-07N.

Excell. cond. 373-5140

loti of BEER, loti of good times.)

DRUMMER

Starts at 9:00.

opening for exp. drummer with

ml,,

own drums. Must be able to

3344.

The

fearsome

foursome

has

NEEDED.

Sprite. Good cond. Call after 6

Dione ft Dole, how happy you'll
be I love. 1*1(8*8

Pisonello * hiring waitresses ft

Alpha Phis: Hope y'oll're ready

kitchen

to shoot up the town cause the

Main after 4 p.m.

AM FM stereo receiver with
8-track player recorder
Must sell. 352-0674

Western Roundup't gonna be a

Pisonello s needs driven. Own

reol bong I The brother! of ATO.

cor not necessary Apply 303 N.

Thonki

Main after 4 p.m.
Waitresses

hove o reol "Brick House "The

Cooks.

Apply 303 N.

1st

3rd

ft

3rd

ihllt.

shiti

Apply

erson Dutch Pantry.

I960

Austin

Meoly

W70 Ford Maverick, 52.000
mi„ stand trans, $350. Call
352-6234 after 5 p.m
1975 Cutlass Supreme Excell.

In

1730 E.

cond 354-1196 after 7 p m

Cralg stereo 5000 series If
yrs old. Excell. cond. Call
353-1842. $450.

The Alpha Gamma Delta Pledge

Wootter

Jamboree It coming up fott. AM

LIKE

sorority pledget, get psyched

delivering

for

Applications now being taken.

FORRtNT

$3.00

ft

FAMILY

DUPLEX.

alto

bedrm.

IM

alot

of

fun

competition!

DRIVING?

you'll

Domino s

love
Plzxat.

3300 ft dep.
1744.

per

hour

Koppo Alpha III' Shi Ruth Wed.

Slg EptWe knew "Friday Night

Oct. 11 * Thurs. Oct. 13 ot 8:00.

Fever" would be a great time ft

4:00p.m. -8:00p.m.

New

you

lure

Thonki

All Campus I

evening,

mmmm

proved

for

a

left

tlpt

Positions

In person

volved, te a Pike III' Sit.

plut

Bug-eye

p.m.. Ron. 353-6751.

commission

r Hast Frl. 1-13

353-

person Dixie Elec Co. 35481 Rt
25 Perrysburg. OH

help at ruth. You were great ft

In

cond.

work

help.

Apply

exceptional

to be In your wedding you tee)

for your

night.

1977 Hondo Clvk, 4 led. 19,000

dropped to three-We're psyched

Delta Goms

any

Immed.

avail, lor phone persons Apply

In-

New

Teachers Box 1063. Vancouver.

their pledgee I

Become

B.

openings

you re great!

to the house that best supports
Come to PI

RD350

The Alpha Phi pledget think

row.

Row.

Full or pt.

growing company. 353-3530

Own bedrm. 3538398

Remember, o tpirit award goes

Frat

Findlay.

Tiffin. Fremont. Fostorla ft BG.

across the street from new Irot

ATTENTION GUIS

UN-

Live-in babysitter in exchange

HELP WANTED

brothers of ATO.

Meet the Zetot

PREFERS

WANTED

any size or type parry Call now

The

Frl. nite tea was exceptionally

DCs.

HR.

DERCLASSMAN. CALl STUDENT

Sp.m.

Kornt.- The flog

without

professional sound syttem for
for Fall Dotes Scott 352 8320

positions. Call 3733840.

PER

EMPLOY. OFFICE 3720353

1 M. rmt. needed Wtr. ft Spr.
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Mexican compares colleges
By Karen Braiee
"She doesn't look Mexican,"
one University student said when
introduced to Luz Elena San
Martin Hernandez.
Hernandez, a student at the
Unviersity of Mexico, smiled
when she heard the familiar
remark. "The people here think
that because I am from Mexico,
my skin should be dark, but in the
southern part of Mexico we have
white skin," she said.
The 19-year-old brunette spent
a week in Bowling Green attending classes and comparing
the University with the college
she attends.
"THE UNIVERSITY of Mexico
is a little bigger than Bowling
Green," she said.
Mexican students do not have
long walks to class, however.
"All our classes are in the same
building or group of buildings,"
she said. "Last year all my
classes were in the same room."
Another difference in the two
universities is that the University
of Mexico has no dormitories.

"At the university we don't
have to pay to park," Hernandez
said as she watched a Parking
Services employee place tickets
on cars in the parking lot next to
the Music Building.
PROBABLY THE BIGGEST
contrast between college in the
United States and Mexico is the
cost. Because the Mexican
government supports higher
education, Luz's tuition is 225
pesos-about $10 a year, she said.
Despite the high cost, Hernandez said she would like to
come to the United States to get a
master's degree. She has completed two of the five years
required for her bachelor's
degree in the law of business
administrastion.
She is spending a week in New
York before returning to classes
in Mexico. But she said she will
miss her favorite meal, pizza and
root beer.
"In Mexico we have Coca Cola,
we have 7-Up and we have
Pepsi." Hernandez said. "But we
have no root beer."

Lux Hernandez

Desegration plan 'improper'
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)-The
Columbus school desegregation plan
should be scrapped because a federal
court improperly drew up the
systemwide remedy, attorneys for the
school board said yesterday in a plea to
the U.S. Supreme Court.
The lawyers, in written arguments
asking the high court to review the
Columbus case, also said the courtordered desegregation plan should be
set aside because the school board
merely was following professional
advice in locating its new schools.
The location of new schools was cited
by the courts as a way in which
segregation has been fostered.
ATTORNEY SAMUEL PORTER
said at a news conference in Columbus
that the 6th US Circuit Court of Appeals tailed to determine how much
segregation occurred in the schools

because of specific action by the school
board.
The court should have devised a plan
to remedy the additional segregation
caused by the school board's actions,
but instead "resorted to the use of legal
presumptions to arrive at a systemwide
remedy," he said.
Porter said the school board also
believes that statistical racial ratios
are not permissible under prior rulings
of the Supreme Court

petition says the Columbus case
presents an important test of the power
of federal courts in desegregation
cases.
"If the lower courts' interpretation of
these legal principles is permitted to
stand, any large urban school district in
a city with segregated housing patterns
may be presumed to be . . . under a
constitutional duty to achieve racial
balance in the school system," the
school board lawyers said.

THE ATTORNEYS also contend that
the lower courts "inferred segregative
intent from the mere continuance of the
neighborhood system." Porter noted
that "all buildings were located by the
school board in accordance with
recommendations made by the Bureau
of Education of Ohio State University."
Addressing the broader question of
school desegregation in general, the

PORTER DECLINED to speculate as
to whether the high court would agree
to review the case. He said other
desegregation cases are pending before
the court and Dayton's appeal is expected to be filed soon.
U.S. District Judge Robert Duncan
last year ordered the busing of 37,000 of
Columbus' 89,000 students to achieve
racial integration.

Ohio school
strikes down
(AP) - The number of school strikes
in Ohio dropped to three yesterday as
teachers in Wellington agreed on a
contract.
Meanwhile, strikes in Logan and
Painesville townships dragged on and
leaders of Cleveland's school employees appeared to have a tough
selling job ahead of them. They must
convince 10,000 union members to ratify
a contract today to end a five-week-old
walkout.
The Wellington system's 93 teachers
ended a strike in the 1,800-pupil system
by ratifying a new contract early
yesterday morning

The doctor doesn't
cut out anything. You
cut out cigarettes.
This simple surgery is
the surest way to save
you from lung cancer.
And the American
Cancer Society will help
you perform it.
.

IN CLEVELAND, an 8 percent wage
increase offer that will be voted on
today has been rejected once before by
a 3-2 margin, although 4,000 strikers
failed to cast ballots last week on what
the debt-ridden schoi board described
as its best and final offer.
At a rally yesterday at Lincoln West
High School, about 100 strikers continued to loudly urge colleagues to
reject the pact, saying the pay increase
was too small.

THE AGREEMENT WAS reached at
about 5 a.m., teachers ratified the
contract about 7:30 a.m. and the school
board approved the package about 8
a.m.,
Superintendent Phillip
Slaymakersaid.

But one teachers union official said
that despite the strong feelings voiced
at that rally and at similar meetings
elsewhere, he could not predict the
outcome of the vote. He said those who
are satisfied with the offer are keeping
quiet.

Slaymaker said the stumbling block
in negotiations had been the teacher
grievance procedure. He said the new
contract provides for educators to be
able to take contract disputes beyond
the board of education, if necessary.
The strike began Oct. 3. Classes had
been held during the strike and

THE STRIKE BY teachers and nonacademic employees has prevented
classes from being held this fall for
100,000 pupils.
The unions had asked for a 20 percent
wage increase. Starting pay for a
Cleveland teacher is $9,100 and the
average teacher's salary is $14,873.

ii

AMAZING
NEW CANCER
OPERATION
UNVEILED.

Slaymaker said about 20 percent of
those enrolled attended.
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ALPHA XI DELTA
proudly announces their
31 fantastic fall pledges
Liz Arthur
Karen Bajorek
Peggy Berry
Cathy Cala way
Lisa Coffman
Kelly Emrick
Karen Games
LuanneGillig
Melinda Grieser
Heather Groenberg

Sue Hagerman
Karen Hare
Lynn Henninger
Lauren Immel
Kay Johnson
Dana Kenny
Barb Knight
Sherri Melenky
Becky Mauk
Mary McKinley
Nancy Minnick

Kay Monnot
Sue Mulholland
Sandy Morris
Debbie Sawyer
Beth Simon
Kim I'has
Sue VanLent
Renee Walton
Cathy Ward
Mary Whitford

We would like to welcome you to the house
and wish you luck through pledging

THE SOURCE

OCTOBER 12 IS
KEY DISCOVERY DAY!

Records & Tapes
Paraphernalia
518 East Wooster
across from Founders

INCREDIBLE SAVINGS!
New Releases By The
Following Artists Only
Chicago
Gino Vannelli
Meat Loaf
Heart
Little River Band
Eddie Money
Kenny Loggins
Yes
Styx
You can discover the KEY today in the Union Foyer.
We're selling hundreds of photos for just 25' each.
Concerts, sports, groups, anything you can think of.

Seniors receive I free print if they moke a senior picture
appointment today in the Union from 10:30 o.m.-2:?0 p.m.
Anyone who orders a 1979 KEY will also get a free print

Stop in at the Union Foyer today and discover the KEY

$4.99
Linda Ronstadt
Foreigner
Boston
Rolling Stones
Ambrosia
Genesis
Fogelberg
Weisberg
Barry Manilow
Steely Dan

Billy Joel
The Who
Marshall Tucker
Lynyrd Skynyrd
Switch
Todd Rundgren
Bob Seger
Village People
Rick James

Halloween Masks and Accessories
also available
Compare Our Everyday Low-Low Prices
Equally Great Savings on Thousands of other
Albums, Tapes, Posters and Paraphernalia
Waterbeds also available at the Source
—

THE SOURCE - YOUR RECORD CONNECTION
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Tommy John:Scout pitchers for hitters
It has been the unclouded view of Tommy John for a long
time now that teams make the mistake in post-season of
scouting the batters for the pitchers.
Compiling a so-called "book," the scouts provide pitchers
with a library of information only partly heeded, mainly
because pitchers will revert to their strengths irrespective of
the dangers outlined.
What the clubs should do, says Tommy, is scout the pitchers for the hitters, who need help more acutely, as John
proved against Philadelphia in the second game of the
National League tournament.

you study Tommy, you will find that he throws the ball
almost as fast as he gets it back from the catcher.

"SINCE THE ODDS in any game are with the pitchers,"
explains Tommy, "The ones who need the briefing In postseason are the batters. What does Ron Guidry usually throw
when he's behind in the count? What does Luis Tiant favor
when he's 0-and-2? How does Tom Seaver work with the
bases loaded?"
In pro football, defensive backfields work with computers
that tend to show what quarterbacks most likely will call in
certain predicaments. Thus, in baseball, John feels the
batters could be similarly enlightened.
Certainly, the Phillies needed assistance against Tommy,
whc dispatched them with a piece of work so consummately
professional that the vulgarians who inhabit the seats at
Veterans Stadium turned on their own forces.
Hitting them broadside with a chorus of boos, they made it
plain they pictured the Phils ill-prepared for their assignment.
And, of course, there weren't many among the multitudes
watching who could describe the Philadelphia fans as
irresponsible critics.

Actually, he prefers a time -pan of no more than six to
seven seconds between pitches. When his side is retired, and
it is his turn to go the mound, he is ready to start throwing
immediately. He would be, that is, if the umpire would let

AS A GENERAL RULE, John doesn't care to pitch on TV
because of brief delays that are ordered for commercials. If

gopher service was being placed at her disposal.
TOMMY SEES NO reason why every batsman in postseason play shouldn't be provided before the game with a
computer printout explaining the working habits of the day's
pitcher.
"Pitchers work from distinct patterns," he says. "If the
printout informs the hitter, for instance, that Guidry throws
35 percent fastballs and 30 percent sliders when he's behind
in the count, this could be helpful. It's the batters who need
intelligence reports the most, because regardless of what the
pitcher throws, the batter will go out three times or more in
10."
What has happened in Philadelphia to Danny Ozark, the

Melvin
Durslay

field commander of the Phillies, is roughly what happened
for years to Don Shula, John Madden. George Allen and
Chuck Knox.
Tapping their skullls knowingly, the genii concluded that
the foregoing couldn't win the big ones. And, of course, this
slander is still hurled at Bud Grant, the coach of Minnesota,
who has marched to the Super Bowl unsuccessfully four
times.
Shula proved, indeed, he could win the big ones, and,
eventually. Madden did, too, meaning there still is hope for
Ozark, who doesn't manage with less proficiency in postseason than he does normally.
Mel Dnrslag is a columnist for the Los Angeles Times.

htai.

But wired to the TV package, the ump takes his cues from
television, as officials do in football.
Asked why be pitches with so little deliberation, John
responds: "What do you have to think about? You know what
you're going to throw the hitter. What do you have to gain by
stalling? Stalling tends to break my rhythm."
A mountain of stability, a reader of the Wall Street Journal,
which has replaced the comic book as the everyday literature
of today's athlete. John believes in reducing the pitching art
to its simplest components.
Even on the day last year he was scheduled to make his
first appearance In a World Series, he spent his morning at
home as he would spend any other morning - doing yardwork.
"I also asked my wife if she had any errands that needed
running. She said no. I told her to think hard. She finally sent
me to the grocery store and the drugstore.'
It probably never occured to Sally John what high-salaried

Rose still negotiating with Reds
CINCINNATI (API - Pete Rose's attorney said Tuesday he
has submitted a "counter-proposal" to the Cincinnati Reds
that could keep the all star third baseman playing in his
hometown next season.
Rose's contract expired at the end of the past regular
baseball season, leaving him the opportunity to become a
free agent.
"Reds President Dick Wagner listened and said he would
give us consideration," Reuven Katz said. "He said he would
call us back in the next couple of days."
Katz declined to elaborate the counter-proposal, made
Monday, but said it was different from the contract offered
by the Reds earlier this month.
At that time, Wagner said Rose was being offered "the
largest salary in the Cincinnati Reds' history." Katz rejected
it, saying at least one and possibly two of the Reds have

received more.
One day after the season ended. Wagner gave Rose 10 days
to decide whether he wanted to remain with the Reds, where
he has played his entire career. However, Wagner said it was
not an iron-clad deadline for concluding negotiations.
The Reds want Rose under contract before their threeweek tour of Japan begins later this month.
Fifteen days after the end of the World Series, Rose must
delcare if he plans to go through baseball's re-entry draft for
free agents. That is held on November 3.
The 38-year-old Rose compiled a number of milestones this
season, collecting his 3.000th career hit and hitting in 44
consecutive games, tying a National League record.
He got 196 hits and finished with a 302 average, the 13th
time in 14 years he has batted over .300.

Newsphoto by Bill Gilmore

DIVING for the ball and making the save in last weekend's
women's volleyball game Is Patty Zellnskas.

Wright named
player of week
COLUMBUS, (AP) Quarterback Mike Wright of
Bowling Green and Kent
State defensive back Mike
Zele are the Mid-American
Conference's offensive and
defensive football Players of
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Wool Blazers
Reg. $55.00, Now $40.99

Slacks

Friday, October 13; 8-12
Northeast Commons
All Proceeds go to
American Cancer Fund

Reg. $25.00, Now 18.49
Skirts
Reg. $24.00, Now 17.99
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Greyhound RxThe cure for
college blahs.
it's a reeling mat slowly descenas upon
you Tne exams, ine pop tests, tne 'eauirea
reading, me hours at the libra'y the thes'8—
they wont go away
But you can This weaKend takeoff.
say hallo to your (hands, see the sights,
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your pocket because your Greyhound trip
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the Week.
It is the second time this
season the two players have
received the honor and the
second week in a row for
Zele.
Wright was the offensive
choice after a 341-yard total
offense effort, including two
' touchdown runs and a pah- of
scoring passes, in the
Falcons' 45-27 victory over
Toledo Saturday night.
Zele aimed in a careerhigh 23 tackles. 16 of them
solo efforts, against the top
rushing team in the conference as Kent State lost to
Western Michigan 14-0.
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REVELATION OF ACCURATE
DIBLE ACCOUNT OF CREATION!
Series of studies to be given Friday evenings
at 7:30 p.m. concerning God's creation
from Adam to the end of time.

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!
Dr. and Evangelist Chester Freede
Faith Temple
Stare and Clough
Bowling Green, Ohio

Advisory Committee to
the General Fee
Allocations (ACGFA)

Applications Available
October 16-20
in Room 405 Student
Services Building
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last second - goal wins

Boofers down Bucks, 2-1
By Dave Lewandowski
Staff Reporter
Everyone has heard of the luck of the Irish, but some might
be calling it the luck of the Falcons from now on after
yesterday's soccer win over Ohio State.
With only 57 seconds left to play in regulation time BG
junior link Eric Sorensen scored on a penalty kick to lift the
Falcons to a 2-1 victory over the Buckeyes.
WHILE SCORING ON a penalty shot doesn't involve a
great deal of luck. Sorensen was given two opportunities to
score.
After an OSU defender pushed a breaking BG player, the
referee called for a penalty shot. With the crowd on the edge
of their seats anticipating an exciting win, Sorensen's shot
waa knocked to the side by Buckeye goalie Greg Anderson.
Overtime looked evident. But Sorensen was given another
chance.
This time he made no mistake drilling the ball in the corner
of the net giving the Falcons their fifth straight win.
ALTHOUGH THE FALCONS won the game, BG coach
Gary Palmisano wasn't overly impressed with his team's
play.
"We really didn't play well," a drained Palmisano said.
"Our front line didn't gell as well as it has in the past and we
didn't play our game."

Palmisano accredited the lackluster performance to the
fact the booters haven't been in a game situation since their
5-1 trouncing of Wooster last Wednesday.
BG opened the scoring as Dennis Mepham continued his
scoring streak with a goal at the 14:29 mark of the first half on
a pass from Andy Clayton. It was Mepham's fourth goal of
the season.
THE REST OF THE first half was an evenly played contest
with a majority of the play being played around the midfield
line.
OSU got on the scoreboard as Frank Vizcarra scored on a
shot that bounded off BG goalie Bob Alarcon and landed in
front of an open Vizcarra. The goal came at the 3:13 mark of
the second half.
The goal seemed lo catch the Falcon offense on fire as they
were constantly putting pressure on the Buckeye defense
All total the Falcons peppered Anederson with 20 shots
while OSU had six shots against Alarcon.
PALMISANO SAID the Buckeyes were a very physical
team and possibly lost the game on their own penalties.
Sorensen's penalty kick was his second of the season, the
first one coming against Wooster.
Last season OSU shutout the Falcons 2-0 as they possessed
an 8-3 record This year the Buckeyes are 1-6-2 after
yesterday's loss.
The booters get into the nity-grity on Saturday when they
host Akron and then take on Cleveland State, the 18th ranked
school in the nation on Wednesday

Sports

Newsphoto by Frank Brelthaupt

With the score tied, a BG player tries to block a rush of OSU players
as they try to shoot.

Prepared Windatt blossoms in
Bowling Green backfield
Dave Windatt doesn't like being a platoon football player.
Just ask his head coach, Denny Stolz.
And. last Saturday night, given a chance, Dave Windatt
didn't play like he wanted to be a platoon football player
anymore.

"I THOUGHT Windatt played a good game." he said. "The
only veteran we had in the backfield was Windatt, the rest
were freshmen."
"Windatt doesn't like to be platooned," Stolz said. "And
I'm glad of that. At the beginning of the year, we felt Windatt
and Holovacs were about even and we hoped one would take
off. That hadn't happened, both played badly or both played
good."

Throughout the first four games of the season. Windatt and
Steve Holovacs have been playing about even at the fullback
spot in the Bowling Green backfield. But Saturday, because
of a blood clot in Holovacs leg that kept him on crutches, on
the sidelines and in civilian clothes, Windatt took a big step
forward in becoming BG's number one fullback.

A platooning system can often times be a jolt to a player's
confidence, so Windatt's performance against Toledo figured
to give the Muskegon. Mich, native a boost.
"I hope I built up a little bit of confidence so I can keep
playing like the good lord enabled me to today," he said.
Windatt also found another reason for his success.

WINDATT LED the Falcons rushing game with 139 yards
in 20 carries against the Rockets, and credited being mentally ready for his success.
"I really had to be mentally prepared," the 5 foot-11. 216
sophomore said after his second biggest game ever. He
rushed for 200 yards last year against Ohio.

"I THINK earlier in the season I wasn't in as good of shape,
now I'm starting to build up," he said.
Windatt sees the Falcon team this year beginning to adopt
better to the new system Stolz brought in when he came last
year.

"I hadn't played a whole game all year so I had to be more
prepared mentally." he said.
But Windatt was quick to point out he had some help in
gaining those yards.
"I was really impressed with (Joel Studer's blocks on the
middle guard. I had all the room in the world to run." he
said.
Meanwhile. Stolz had some praise of his own for Windatt

"I think last year the upper classmen, having been under a
different system, didn't accept it as well, but we really know
the system."
According to Stolz, Holovacs will be out of action again this
week when the Falcons host Kent State at the stadium, which
means Windatt can expect to play the whole game-or close to
it-again.
Which should suit him just fine. He doesn't like being
platooned anyhow.

By Steve Sadler
Sports Editor

Newsphotoby Dave Rvan

In action last weekend against Toledo Dave Wlndatt rushed for 139
yards on 20 carries.

Pruitt dons hose in attempt
BEREA (API - Cleveland Browns running back Greg
Pruitt dons a pair of pantyhose supporting his Injured leg
during practice and says he can now understand women
taking more time to dress than men.
The elastic stockings were designed by trainer Leo Murphy
and cover Pruitls injured leg completely. They are cut off at
the girdle section on the other leg.
Browns officials say the stockings equalize pressure on the
badly bruised leg. There had been speculation that Pruitt
would be able to play in Sunday's game against the Pittsburgh Steelers. but that is now in doubt.
"IF THE GAME was today, I couldn't play," said Pruitt,
who is also troubled by a lower back problem which he said
developed while he was jogging.
"I guess I was favoring the bum leg and threw out
something else."
Pruitt has missed the last four games, but remains the

team's leading ground gainer, having made 226 yards on 44
carries. The last month has been a discouraging one for him.
"I've had to fight to keep from getting down," he said.
"Like last night. I watched Delvin Williams running for
Miami... Seeing him out there piling up the yards, and with
me on the bench, sort of depressed me. I can hardly wait to
get back, but there's no sense in doing it too early."
Browns Coach Sam Rutigliano said Pruitt has been listed
as "questionable" on the official report for Sunday's game.
"We should know more about Greg by Thursday or
Friday," Rutigliano said. "He hasn't been hit for a month
and it will take time to get back into the swing of things. As
you know, this is a rather physical football team we're
playing."
Calvin Hill and Cleo Miller are set to open at the running
back spots Sunday Both played hard last Sunday in the
victory over New Orleans

Randolph can only cheerlead
LOS ANGELES (API The New York Yankees started the
second game of the World Series Wednesday with one of their
best players in the unsuited role of cheerleader.
Sitting at the end of the Yankees' dugout was second
baseman Willie Randolph, a picture of frustration and
desolation.
Randolph is nursing a hamstring pull. The Yankees tried
everything to get him ready for the World Series with the Los
Angeles Dodgers.
RANDOLPH TOOK whirlpool baths until he was squeaky
clean. The injured area was massaged until the skin was
raw. He took heat treatments. He was given electrograms.
But when it came time to open the series Tuesday night it
was obvious to the Yankees' medical staff and Manager Bob
Lemon that their All-Star second baseman couldn't play.
"Damn" exclaimed the 24-year-old Randolph, who missed
the All-Star Game this year with a damaged knee
Randolph watched his teammates warm up before the
game. He looked as if he would have cried if he wasn't a
grown man.

really doesn't matter. It's not that I don't want to stay,
but..." and the slim infielder shrugged helplessly.
"BUT I'LL STAY." he said quickly, lest someone think he
had forgotten he is a team man. "I watched the Kansas City
series the American League play-offs and got hoarse
cheering. I suppose I can contribute that much again."
But Randolph rested his voice Tuesday night as the
defending World Champion Yankees lost 11-5 to the Dodgers.
His replacement. Stanley, had a double and a walk and
played errorless in the field.
"That's the way it goes," said Randolph, trying to make
the best of a bad situation.

Randolph was removed from the Yankees' squad to make
way for rookie Brian Doyle, platooning with Fred Stanley in
Randolph's place.
"I may go home," Randolph sighed. "I'm not playing. It

Lunn out for harriers
By Dan Firestone
Assistant Sports Editor
Senior Bob Lunn, Bowling Green's cross
country team's top returnee, will miss the
All-Ohio Championships Saturday and
possibly the rest of the season due to a foot
injury. Coach Mel Brodt announced
yesterday.
Lunn, from Youngstown, finished third
in the Mid-American Conference (MAC) to
lead the Falcons to a second place finish.
He was also named BG's Most Valuable
Runner last year.
Lunn qualified for the 5,000-meters In
last year's NCAA Track Championships
and owns the school record in the event.
"He's definitely out next Saturday and
Newsphoto by Dave Ryan he's very questionable for the rest of the
season. We won't really know until next
Bob Lunn. far right, will be out of cross country action at next Saturday's meet.
Tuesday." Brodt said
Bowling Green will be running in the AllOhio Championships at Ohio Wesleyan.

where last year the Falcons finished third
with Lunn placing seventh in the race.
LUNN SAID the first report of his injury
was "a chipped bone on the arch of my
foot. But it's a separation of a bone from
the main part of the foot. It's in a semicast, not a hard cast, and I have to keep it
on for a week."
"We're hoping the separation will close,
but the doctors said they've seen cases
where the bone closes sideways. I'll just
have to wait until Tuesday and find out "
The injury occured when Lunn was
running in a morning workout and stepped
intoahole.
Pete Murtaugh, who was the Fa.cons'
second man last year at the All-Ohio was
also listed as questionable by
-odt
because of an injury.
Brodt said he expects Cleveland State,
last year's champion, to again be among
the top contending teams.

1977 Custom Built Sports Car. 1500 Miles,
New Condition, Tuned exhaust, Mag
Wheels, Stereo, Heater, Defroster. Speed
combined with terrific Gas mileage.
Orange Flake Color.
927 Fairview Ave.
Bowling Green, Ohio

Randy Stonehill and Liberation Suit*

Saturday, November 11,1978,8 p.m..
Wauseon High School
Tickets: $3.50 In advance,
$4.50 at the door
Mall Order Tickets'
Send Check or Money Order to:
Under The Sun Inc.
P.O. Box 264
Archbold, Ohio 43502
Ticket Outlets: Village Preacher in B.G.;
Christian Bookstore, 2610-JAL^-Central and
Lighthouse BookstoreSouthwycklh Toledo.

